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Bramah Antique Locks
Bramah’s made their first lock around 1784 and the
patent on this lock was awarded in 1787. The designer
was Joseph Bramah.
Joseph Bramah was a leading inventor of the industrial
revolution, patenting over 18 new ideas, including a new
valve for the water closet, the hydraulic pump, a
fountain pen, a fire engine and importantly the
introduction of a beer hand pump at the bar, to prevent
fluid loss when barmen went downstairs to pour a new
jug!
Joseph Bramah’s contemporaries included Isambard
Brunel of the SS Great Britain fame, James Watt for the
steam engine, Henry Maudsley for machine tools and
Josiah Wedgwood, who made ceramic toilet bowls.
Some of these inventions are on display in the Science
Museum in London, others like one of his toilets you will
find still working in Osborne House, Queen Victoria’s
home on the Isle of Wight.
The Bramah lock was unique and advanced property
and valuables protection enormously, indeed it was 50
years ahead of any Chubb lock and 70 years ahead of
Yale.

New photograph?

Henry Maudsley, maker of the Bramah Challenge
Henry Maudsley was born in August, 1770. When
twelve years of age he was sent to work filling
cartridges, and two years later he was set at work in
the carpenters shop. His heart, however, was in the
nearby blacksmith shop, and after several reprimands
for neglecting his work he was transferred to the smithy
when fifteen years of age.
His heart was in this work and he rapidly became an
expert craftsman, especially in forging light iron work,
and, in the use of the file, he soon surpassed all others.
At this time Joseph Bramah had taken out patents for
improved locks. These were a great improvement over
previous locks.

History of a Bramah lock

The locks were so delicate a mechanism that he found
difficulty in securing workmen skillful enough to make
them. Maudsley was recommended to him, but when
Bramah saw how young he was, at that time only
eighteen, he hesitated to employ him. His need was so
great, however, that he finally hired him.

Using records from 1784, we are on occasions able to
give detailed accounts of the purchaser of the original
lock and for what property or estate.

Maudsley soon proved himself to be most skillful. It is
interesting to note that the very padlock that fifty years
later withstood Hobbs the American expert for sixteen
days, was one made by Maudsley's own hands when
in the employ of Bramah.

However this is only on Bramah locks made by us. On
Bramah type we can only surmise.

Notwithstanding his youth, he was advanced from
place to place until, by unanimous consent, he was
made the head foreman.

Such was its impact, a genuine original Bramah lock is
most often found on the highest quality home or furniture.

We charge a fee for this service, though standard
information is available free of charge.

Keycutting
We have a temperamental 1850 key machine, which
now has a motor. This is used to cut original Bramah keys
along with hand tools.

Maudsley saw at once that it was essential, if the locks
were to be manufactured in any quantity, that the
parts must be made by machines. Skilled hand work
could make a few, but the number were limited, the
expense great and the merit very unequal. He
became especially useful in designing special tools for
making the patent locks.
Maudsley stayed with Bramah eight years with but
slight increase of wages, and when he, at last, asked
for an increase was refused so brusquely that he
resigned, and in 1797 opened a small shop of his own
near Oxford Street.
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Openings
Regularly vanity boxes, despatch boxes, writing cases,
Tantalus’s and prestige furniture is unlocked, often though
not always with manipulation. Stories of a key lost after 20
years or the lid of a box, which has been slammed shut,
with the key inside, arise on most days.
Of course labour time is expensive and success is not
guaranteed, so after an agreed period of time, we
suggest that we cut the bolt and remake it. As a fixed
and known option this can be better for the customer,
though the choice is always theirs.
In the event of a piece being unmovable or the contents
being of value, openings can take place at the
customer’s site anywhere in the world.

Repairs
Bramah locks may last many years. How long precisely
depends on their use, since brass does wear out.
Bramah’s make new bushes and parts to fit and this will
extend the life of the lock.
Most common repairs arise when the key becomes very
slack or when the bolt/locking plate has been cut to
open the box.
A full quote is done at no charge.

Ageing a Bramah Lock
To age a Bramah lock you first need a genuine Bramah
lock.
A genuine Bramah lock will be marked post 1798 with our
address, which changed over the years. Prior to 1798 a
unique spelling of our name is found, with certain other
specific features.
Of course in our experience many people can be
disappointed when they come to us, for they have in
their hand a lock with the name Bramah on.
Without our address stamped on the lock they are
however Bramah type products. Some for Aspreys and
others we may have made, but most came out of the
copiers, who started up when the patent expired.

An very early Bramah Lock, dated 1787
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A true Bramah will add authenticity and value to a box or
a piece of furniture.
Common marks of the copier are Bramah London,
Bramah Patent, Mitchell. Altogether we believe up to 5
separate organisations reproduced these old locks and
they have all ceased to exist for the last 40 years.

Bibliography
This is not a complete list, but it gives an insight to the
influence of the Bramah lock.
“Precious warm walking, isn’t it? Said Lowton drawing a
Bramah key from his pocket with a small plug therein to
keep the dust out”
Pickwick Papers,
Chapter L111, Charles Dickens.
“For this he repainted the box, traced his initials on and
affixed new hinges, a Bramah lock and brass handles.”
An Unsocial Socialist,
Chapter VI, G. Bernard Shaw.
“Billy knew the door was secured by a shunt lock, which
he gratefully identified as a Chubb rather than a Bramah
which is reputably unpickable.”
The Fourth Protocol,
Page 13, Frederick Forsyth.
“Jagger demonstrated how to attack various locks.
Bramah locks, used for diamond safes, were by far the
most difficult. The pins move horizontally through the lock
and it is impossible to pick.”
Spycatcher,
Page 40, Peter Wright.

Value of Bramah Locks
No formal market exists, but we are aware of good
quality locks changing hands for in excess of £200.

